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Abstract

The increase in readily available computational power raises the possibility that robust agent-based modeling can play a
productive role in the analysis of population dynamics. Accordingly, the objective of this work is to develop a robust agent-
based computational framework to investigate the emergent structure of initially intermeshed hostile, competing, populations on a
global scale. Specifically, we develop a model based on discrete entities (agents), each with their own interaction rules with their
immediate neighbors, innate skill sets, reproductive rates, mobility and lifespans to represent a population. The global population
is then allowed to evolve according to these local rules over many generations. The biological systems-level applications are
numerous, stemming from human conflict on the macroscale to microbes on the microscale. Numerical examples are provided to
illustrate the model construction and the results of such an approach.
c⃝ 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The objective of this work is to develop a computationally-amenable agent-based model to investigate the behavior
of competing populations by directly working at the individual level of interaction. The ubiquitous availability
computational power raises the possibility that robust agent-based modeling can play a significant role in the analysis
of population dynamics. The essential feature of the model is that discrete entities (agents) are used to represent
a population, each with their own interaction rules with their immediate neighbors, skill sets, reproductive rates,
mobility and lifespans. The global population is then allowed to evolve according to these local rules. There are a
large number of applications. However, before proceeding with the construction of such an approach, it is useful
to review basic concepts in the study of population dynamics, which dates back over two centuries to the work of
Thomas Malthus. In 1798, he postulated that a population, denoted p, at a future time (t + ∆t), is related to the
current population (at time t) by

p(t + ∆t) = λp(t), (1.1)
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Fig. 1. A model problem of a “planet” with two intermeshed different populations, which suddenly become hostile.

where λ = 1 + b − d, where bp(t) is the number of births at time t and where dp(t) is the number of deaths at time t .
One may write

p(t + ∆t) − p(t) = (λ − 1)p(t), (1.2)

leading to, in the limit as ∆t → 0,

p(t) = p(0)e(λ−1)t
= p(0)e(b−d)t , (1.3)

provided that λ is constant.
Virtually all subsequent, more complex phenomenological continuum models build upon the Malthusian approach.

For extensive reviews, see Murray [1]. Extensions of such models to describe competing populations, such as the
Lotka–Volterra predator–prey relations, were developed in the 1920’s. For example, consider an overly simplified, yet
illustrative, phenomenological model for two interacting populations (p1 and p2, Fig. 1), given by

ṗ1 = r p2 − τp1, (1.4)

where r represents p1’s growth dependency on p2, τ represents p1’s growth dependency on p1 and

ṗ2 = ap1 − γ p2, (1.5)

where a represents p2’s growth dependency on p1, γ represents p2’s growth dependency on p2. For both populations
to grow, we must have

ṗ1 = r p2 − τp1 > 0 (1.6)

and

ṗ2 = ap1 − γ p2 > 0. (1.7)

Thus there are four parameters, and clearly many possible combinations which can lead to growth, coexistence,
extinction, etc.

With some difficulty, one can further extend these phenomenological approaches to simple spatial domains. These
approaches require extensive, complex, discretization techniques and are of limited value for studies on population
dynamics with underlying complex interaction between populations.1 Such models have limited predictive capability
and are computational expensive due to the extremely fine discretization needed to achieve tolerable numerical
accuracy. Independent of the numerical difficulties, such modeling approaches attempt to develop continuum type
field equations, by passing to the limit as ∆t → 0, ∆x → 0 make somewhat unrealistic assumptions in order to obtain
tractable partial differential equations. At best, historically, most approaches apply asymptotic analysis to the resulting

1 As an example, the appendix provides more on such spatio-temporal “PDE-based” approaches, in particular for biological applications on the
cellular/microbial level.
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